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Parameters

Voltage (VLL AVG, VLL RY, VLL YB, VLL RB, VLN AVG, VLN R, VLN Y, VLN B)
Current (I AVG, I R, I Y, I B, I N)
Active Power (W TOT, W R, W Y, W B)
Apparent Power (VA TOT, VA R, VA Y, VA B)
Reactive Power (VAR TOT, VAR R, VAR Y, VAR B)
Active Energy (Wh TOT, Wh R, Wh Y, Wh B)
Apparent Energy (VAh TOT, VAh R, VAh Y, VAh B)
Reactive Energy Inductive (VARh TOT, VARh R, VARh Y, VARh B)
Reactive Energy Capacitive (VARh TOT, VARh R, VARh Y, VARh B)
Power Factor (PF AVG, PF R, PF Y, PF B)
FREQUENCY



Non Intrusive
Equipments
The data is collected from the feeders 
through a non-intrusive sensor on the CT 
circuit, and PT connections. The system is 
fully transparent to the working of the 
substation and does not affect the other 
system.

MFD With Clamp

Data Lodger

Flow Sensors



NON INTRUSIVE 

The system does not touch the Sub station Current Transformer (CT) circuit to install 
the MFD and take signals. It makes sure that any fault on either side, i.e. substation or 
our system side does not affect each other.

FAST TO INSTALL

Since the CT circuit is not opened, the system can be installed even when the sub 
station is ON LOAD, and does not require shutdown for it.

FAIL SAFE DATA RETENTION

Since the data logger is installed, there is no need for the computer and other data 
transmission systems to be functional all the time. Even in case of power outage in 
the sub station, the last 30 days data will remain in the data logger non volatile 
memory for 12 months.

Advantages
Putting in a favourable position



Advantages
Putting in a favourable position

NO MANPOWER REQUIRED 

The system does not require any manpower to operate. Even in case of power 
outage, the system shuts down and restarts automatically without any human  
intervention.The only human intervention required is to instruct the computer to 
transfer the data to the central server via modem when ever required.

NEGLIGIBLE MAINTENANCE

Since the system is isolated, external disturbances do not generally affect it, and the 
maintenance required is negligible.

VERY EASY REPORTING

The computer has a very user friendly program to give graphical or tabular outputs of 
the following: 



Advantages
Putting in a favourable position

ADVANCED ANALYSIS

Since there will be more than 25 Million data available daily, analysis of the system in 
very great depth can be carried out for future reference or improvement by the user.
With this data available in standard Database compatible format, the user can predict 
future faults by looking at the trends available, and take remedial actions. The user 
can send the data to the central design departments for taking corrective actions on 
future procurement

FAULT ANALYSIS

2944 data of the last 10 second before a fault occurs is available, and the user can pin 
point the exact cause of fault. Trends at the time of faults are available which can be 
plotted with similar occurrences earlier, to locate the fault. 
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SOFTWARE ‘A’

DATA
LOGGER
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BACK END OFFICE

FACILITY

DATA CONCENTRATORHISTORIAN

SCADA

REAL TIME
OUTPUT

RELATIONSHIP
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SIMULATION

SENSORS

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM FOR ENERGY SYS INFORMATION FLOW

HETA FACTORY FEB 16 HD



Process Steps
Process / Equipment details , Old DATA Log and New Sensor installation

Energy Efficiency and Flow analysis

Computer Simulation of Process

Energy Efficiency report with suggestions

Individual Equipment design variaNons, and improvement suggestions after Computer  
Simulation

Dashboard for daily process monitoring of Energy Efficiency

MIS Reports for daily use

Creating relationships between various equipment under various process conditions  
by Computer Simulation

Monitor Process Energy Efficiency on Long Term
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Deliverables




